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1.      Handle

Screw handle（1）into mesh wire cover（  2）,  then lock them from the bottom of cover

Tighten with spanner (D).

2. Mesh Wire Cover C.      Nut D.      Spanner
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Attach four legs (7) to cross support（8）using Bolt（A）and nut（C）.

Insert all bolts before fully tightening.

Tighten with spanner (D).

7.      Leg 8.   Cross Support A.  Bolt

4PC 1PC M6*12*8PCS

C.     Nut D.      Spanner

M6*8PCS 1PC
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Attach support ring（6）to fixed legs using bolt（B）and nut (C).

Insert all bolts before fully tightening.

Tighten with spanner (D).

6. Supporting ring B.    Bolt C.     Nut

1PC M6*8PCSM6*12*8PCS

D.     Spanner

1PC
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Put together the fire pit components in turns as below diagram
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3.    Metal Grill

1PC

4.   Wood Grate

1PC

5.    Fire Bowl  

1PC

9.    Poker

1PC
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WARNING
FOR OUTSIDE USE ONLY
NEVER LEAVE AN OPEN FIRE UNATTENDED

Item is designed for outdoor use ONLY. It is not to be used in a building, garage 
or any other enclosed area. However, we do not recommend leaving the unit outside 
when           not in use.
To preserve the life of the unit, avoid prolonged exposure to the elements & store 
inside/under cover or use a outdoor cover.
Do not use flammable liquids for igniting or re-igniting.
Do not use in windy conditions.
Open flames and embers must not be left unattended.
Not recommended for use on timber decking or any other combustible surface.
Keep children and animals away from the unit while in use.
While in use the unit may become hot, please do not touch the unit while it is in use.
After use, please ensure the unit is allowed to cool down before moving.
Do not allow the unit to be left in the rain or left wet for extended periods of time.
Wipe unit dry immediately after becoming wet.
Do not clean the unit with any harsh solvents, abrasives or chemicals.
To remove dirt and grime, simply rinse with fresh water periodically, clean using a 
sponge and mild detergent solution as required.




